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Portfolio Committee on Rural Development and Land Reform 
3rd floor, 
90 Plein Street, 
Cape Town, 8001, 
 
Attention : Ms Phumla Nyamza  ( pnyamza@parliament.gov.za )  
 
Comments on the Geomatics Profession Bill [B4-2013] 
 
The South African Geomatics Institute (SAGI) is a voluntary organization for registered persons working in 
Land Surveying, Engineering Surveying, Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing, Town Planning, Geographical 
Information Systems (GIS) & Land Management. The Bill currently before the committee will thus have a 
direct bearing on our members.  
 
We comment firstly on a general nature and secondly specifically to various sections; 
 

1. General Comment - Transformation 
 
The memorandum attached to the bill, stipulates that despite efforts by PLATO, the profession is still far 
from representative of the South African demographics and that areas where the profession still needs to be 
transformed are, amongst others, the composition of the Council, the entry requirements into the profession, 
the funding of the Council, rationalisation of the categories of surveyors, work reservation and disciplinary 
procedures.  
 
Clearly the drafters of this bill have little understanding of who PLATO is. The bill uses the acronym 
SACPTS to refer to the current council, any person who undertook a study of the profession and its needs 
before drafting this bill would have realized that the council is known as PLATO and not SACPTS. In 
addition, this Bill is basically a cut and past exercise of the Planning Profession Act 2002 in fact is basically 
90% the same. 
 
In the departments response in February this year to this very portfolio committees concern about bursary 
students and their performance, the department submitted a report on the scarce skills training program they 
are running – it is stated that the “The Geomatics Profession is still not representative of the demographics 
and requires transformation”. The following questions must be asked; 
 

1) Who’s role is it to bring people into the profession? And who finances them? 
2) What is the purpose of a profession – what are its core functions and responsibilities? 

 
The reality is that no profession can change its demographics by changing the profession or the rules of the 
profession – it is simply not possible (unless one is compromising standards). The reason for this is that a 
profession relies on people studying that course and in turn those students generally need bursaries. It is 
funding of students that leads to transformation. The state is thus the largest player in changing the 
demographics of a profession – not the legislation governing a profession, which legislation should have as 
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its sole purpose to regulate the profession and to protect the public.  
 
The department’s bursary scheme and the Governments Student Grant scheme have altered the demographics 
of the profession. This raises serious questions about the motivation behind this bill and what is 
transformation in the context of a profession.  
 
Academic qualifications, funding of the council, rationalisation of the categories of surveyors, work 
reservation and disciplinary procedures have absolutely nothing whatsoever to do with transformation in the 
context of transformation that is used in every day language in South Africa (ie demographics). At worst they 
could be described as simple modernising measures. 
 
If the Government maintains that “transformation” is indeed necessary in these categories, then they should 
explain what they mean, it surely cannot mean a lowering of standards and thus placing the public in danger. 
 
Standards of best practice, standards of knowledge, standards of conduct are non negotiable and relevant 
irrespective of if one is Black, White or Indian. To mention transformation in this way is to say that standards 
are too high and somehow need changes – if anything, it’s our view that standards are far too low. 
 
This leaves only the Composition of council as a “transformation” matter. We would dispute this matter 
entirely – the PLATO council is entirely transformed to the extent that people are prepared to take up a 
position on council. There are numerous excellent Black, Colored and Indian surveyors in our profession and 
even as an institute, when we ask people of colour to stand for positions within our organisation – the result 
is always the same “we are too busy making money, you do it and if there is a problem call us and we will 
assist” - We reject entirely the notion that somehow people must be forced to serve time on a council – if 
people do not stand of their own free will then this is not transformation. 
 
The Law Commission investigation into apartheid era legislation (Discussion Paper 118, Statutory law 
revision Project, 25 August 2010 - ISBN: 978-0-621-39657-7) found no problems with the current Act and 
we feel as a matter of principle that we must place on record that we do not believe any motivations for this 
Bill based on transformation (demographics) to be valid. This does not mean however that there are no 
problems with the current Act. Geomatics developments over the years and issues in Industry require 
legislative amendments from time to time – as evidenced by previous amendments to the PLATO Act.. The 
Law commission did however find that their where two sections of transitional measures which where 
obsolete and no longer needed. 
 
On the 29th January 2013 this portfolio committee had a preliminary briefing by the office of the Surveyor 
General in which it was stated to the committee that   
 
“… the Geomatics Profession Bill (the GPB)) was needed, as the old legislation, the Professional and 
Technical Surveyors Act of 1984, had to be modernised and aligned with the Constitution. That current 
legislation excluded other categories of geomatics professionals, such as geospatial information sciences. It 
also had not catered for work reservation. The Bill had originally been titled as the "Surveying Professions 
Bill", but, after consultation with other stakeholders, the title and content were changed to the current GPB. 
 
The Planning Profession Act of 2003 was used as a model for the GPB, but other legislation for professions 
such as architects, engineers, valuers, and quantity surveyors was considered also. The initial draft was 
approved by the Deputy Minister in 2005, and there were public comments and public workshops in 2005/06. 
 
As already set out, the intention was to include related fields within the geomatics fraternity, including mine 
and land and engineering surveying and geo-spatial information sciences. The Council was being expanded 
in scope, and the current position, where only the institutes could nominate members to the Council, was now 
being changed, so that the appointments would be made by the Minister after a more transparent process of 
calling for nominations. Four members would represent the State, of whom three should be from DRDLR and 
one from Department of Mineral Resources. Five members of the Council would be non-state 
representatives, and there would be one member of the public and one from the Council of Higher Education. 
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There were four registration categories set out in the Bill, namely candidate geomatics practitioners, 
encompassing all those in training, including those training for technicians, technologists or geomatics 
professionals. Each category had different branches. The State would fund the Council, as distinct from the 
current position where the Council was funded solely by membership fees.”(source – PMG website). 
 
The current Act currently covers all the spheres of Geomatics (although perhaps not in a perfect manner to 
all) – all the categories mentioned in this statement to the committee are accounted for in the current Act.  
The current act even has provision for work reservation. The members of the council had to be submitted to 
the Minister for approval. It had long been proposed to simply amend the PLATO Act to modernise it in 
terms of references to “surveyors” and the way council worked in terms of historical surveying institutes so 
as to bring on board new institutes in a fair manner. The name of the Act was also problematic in terms of the 
more modern term of Geomatics.  
 
We do not claim the current Act is perfect – indeed it had some structural problems, but the departments 
responses to this Committee needs to be addressed to set the record straight. We are glad to see however, 
from the report back of 29th January, that its recognised that it is not transformation matters but more 
modernising and updating matters that are behind the motivation for the new Bill. 
 
Turning for a moment to the actual transformation figures within the industry – as of 31 July 2012, across all 
domains of Geomatics there is a total of 2300 persons registered. The number of white males is 1344. Thus 
the percentage of non whites males in the profession is currently 42%.  
 
We would submit that the Geomatics profession is far ahead in transformation of the profession than any 
other professions in South Africa, what’s more, when one factors in the age of surveyors, their retirement (60 
years) and the rate of new graduates, this non white male percentage will dramatically increase, so much so 
that 1026 people will be aged between 60 and 90 in the next 10 years – if academic institutions maintain 
their current student graduate numbers of a total of about 158 students per year (combined totals), the overall 
situation in 10 years from now will be a profession that has about 2850 registered persons of which about 
318 will be white males – a transformed percentage of 89 % non white males. 
 
These transformation numbers will in reality be higher due to the fact that it’s customary for retired persons 
and people who have emigrated to maintain their registrations – thus inflating the number of white males 
although not practicing. 
 
It must be stated that these transformation figures would not be possible without the massive bursary scheme 
the department instituted some years back as well as the Governments General Bursary scheme. The PLATO 
council offers bursaries as does the SAGI Trust, but these are small in comparison to the Departments 
Bursary budget.  
 
We recognize of course that transformation percentages are not equally distributed across all the domains and 
categories– more work needs to be done on this, but some problems associated with this have largely been 
created by the state. The States role should be to continue to provide the financial support. 
 
In analysing the differences between the existing Act and this Bill, there is little improvement – and we must 
ask why did this take so long to bring to fruition when all of this could have been accommodated in an 
amendment many years ago as evidenced by the fact that a previous version of this bill was issued for 
comment back in 2005. 
 
This committee has already raised concern about the high failure rate of bursary students; this is of grave 
concern to us as we believe that some institutions are covering the breadth of the academic models, but not 
the depth needed. To us standards have been lowered (at some institutions) so we would anticipate a higher 
pass rate based on our feedback from registered members that the academic quality of graduates is low. 
(Lowering standards = higher pass rate principle). This discrepancy is worrying. 
 
The Bill talks about maintaining high standards, but yet – we must ask, what does transformation mean in the 
context of a professional council? 
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If transformation was so important why wait all these years?  
 
We resent the implication that transformation is the driving force behind this bill and that those in the 
profession somehow need to be forced to do this – we are doing things of our own accord already and 
willingly.  
 
Even within SAGI, we will never force anybody to serve on council to make our leadership figures look 
“representative” – we are continuously on the look out for people who will stand up and be counted on a 
volunteer basis to serve on our council and committees – as mentioned earlier, people we approach tell us 
they are too busy making money. 
 
The department should explain the use of the word transformation in the Bill, as it implies that some of us 
are racist and or that somehow such serious problems existed with the current Act of such a nature that 
amendments to that act where not possible to fix up the situation. 
 
Indeed the bill does not even define transformation – for Geomatics professionals, transformation has a 
specific mathematical meaning within Geomatics. 
 

2. General Comment – Public Comment Process 
 
It is true that this Bill in its current and former state where published for comment. However, what good is 
providing comment if much of it is simply glossed over?  
 
Even this process of submitting these comments to the Portfolio Committee will get glossed over as it is the 
department that compiles the comments together and summarises them in a more glossy version. They can 
then be dismissed very easily. We have seen this from other legislation and indeed comments are not even 
considered. 
 
We are not very pleased at having 14 Days to comment on this Bill, we have substantive and substantial 
issues and 14 days is hardly enough to appropriately comment on all this. But then it will simply be 
dismissed anyway. Commenting on Bills in South African nowadays is becoming a fruitless exercise when 
there is no corresponding engagement on those comments – they are simply dismissed. 
 
The only true way of having our comments heard by the committee directly is to make a verbal presentation 
– which we intend doing. 
 
We have no doubt that all other Geomatics Institutes will also ask for an opportunity for a verbal presentation 
in addition to submitting comments – This is indicative that there are major problems with this Bill. 
 
A profession, its structure and format are best ascertained by the profession itself, but we certainly get the 
impression that this is simply the Departments Bill and that’s it – Public Comment has simply been a sham 
exercise to date. 
 

3. Specific Comments; 
 
Geomatics Principles 
 
Section 2(a) does not adequately cover what Geomaticians do. For one, Mine surveying is not suitably 
covered by this description and secondly engineering surveyors are not fully accounted for in this definition. 
 
Additionally there is not a single mention of land management for example.  
 
The department should sit down with the profession and suitably reword this entire section to ensure that it 
covers what the profession does. 
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Section 2(a)iii does not correctly cover what the land surveyor does with respect to real rights. The problem 
is the wording as it implies that we only deal with “applicable legislation” for registration purposes – this is 
not true, there are a myriad of pieces of legislation that we have to deal with that are not related to 
registration – such as the fencing act to name but one. 
 
The principle should be amended to read as follows, 
 
“the planning and determination of, the position of the boundaries of land and of rights in land, for the 
purpose of registration of such land, as well as rights therein with respect to relevant legislation;” 
 
Section 2(c)i – this should be removed. See my comments on transformation. The effect of this is that in 10 
years or so time, council may sit with the situation of having over transformed, will council then bring in 
measures to promote and protect white people ?.  
 
We believe this is self defeating; council is already on the right path, with the help of the department and its 
bursary schemes. The government BBBEE policies will bring everything into equilibrium.  
 
The profession is already completely transparent and this clause only serves to cast doubt over standards, 
ethics and integrity – will transformation play a role in discipline matters for example, or for that matter high 
standards. The use of this word implies that it is acceptable to drop discipline and standards to meet a certain 
target – notwithstanding section 2(c)ii 
 
Words to the effect of legitimacy and effectiveness imply that the current Act is not legitimate or effective. 
The Law commission investigation would disagree with this aspect as do we! 
 
This Item should be removed. 
 
Establishment of South African Geomatics Council 
 
Section 3(3) – there is no need for this clause, it is already a requirement in the SAQA legislation for all 
professional bodies to register. We are very surprised that this bill even passed the State Law Advisor, as it is 
common practice not to double legislate. 
 
In addition to this, the repeated referral to SAQA in this Bill undermines the constitutional rights that 
surveyors have in the constitution, namely the inequality provisions enshrined in Chapter 2 (9) of the 
Constitution, especially sub-section (1): “right to equal protection and benefit from the law” while noting 
that (2) “Equality includes … all rights and freedoms”. This is surely intended to include the right to 
continue to perform work for which an established professional body of people is recognized by society at 
large.  
 
By expressly double legislating one is strictly linking the competency of Geomatics persons to academic 
models. In the case of Geomatics, while academic models might lay the foundation to a Geomaticians 
background – it should in no way serve to limit, restrict or hamper a professions past, existing and future 
areas of expertise and competence. 
 
Any and all reference to SAQA in this Bill should be removed; it is unnecessary and will lead to this bill 
being challenged in the courts. 
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Composition of Council 
 
Section 4(1)  
 
The composition of the council is problematic. Subsection 2(ii) stipulates that at least four but no more than 
five people must represent voluntary associations. The problem is that there are six professional categories. 
To be fair, representation from each sub domain of Geomatics should have a say in council – these sub 
domains are covered by various institutes or voluntary bodies.  
 
In addition to this, the bill ignores the interests of the youth. The interests and issues of the older generation 
are sometimes very different to those of the younger generation. An organisation already exists in South 
Africa called the Young Surveyors Network and designed to better network between young and old – this 
organisation is being formalised with PLATO, SAGI, GISSA, IMSSA and the departments assistance.  
 
We are of the view that in addition to the six sub domains which the institutes represent, the youth should 
also have an input. (Please note that not all institutes have been mentioned). 
 
Thus Section 4(b)ii should change to reflect that the voluntary organisations should account for at least 
seven members of council. 
 
Section 4(1)a(iii) The Department of Mineral Resources can nominate any Geomatics Practitioner, this 
should change to reflect that such a Geomatics  practitioner should be registered in the mining category – 
else what would be the purpose of referring to the Dept of Mineral Resources. 
 
Section 4(a) is problematic as in the case of a recognised voluntary organisations, the minister is not required 
to consult or indeed necessarily ask for their nominations – the legal effects of this is that somebody may 
represent a voluntary organisation other than that organisations appointed person! 
 
Section 4(8) – for the council to function properly on a day to day basis, the chairperson should not be a 
member in the employ of the state. 
 
Section 4(9) is problematic as it is a very subjective matter as to when a person can or cannot perform their 
duties. It is vague and arbitrary. Specific timeframes should be stated. We are deeply concerned about having 
a council that cannot perform its functions timorously. We have seen other council suffer through this to the 
detriment of the professions concerned.  
 
Powers and Duties of Council 
 
Section 8(d)i is unconstitutional as it implies that persons in the Geomatics profession perform only the tasks 
to which they are academically trained. Many surveyors where academically trained very differently to the 
current academic model and this would unconstitutionally deprive them of rights that as a group they have 
historically performed and which is protected under the inequality provisions of the constitution. (see 
comments earlier on Section 3(3).) 
 
While we recognise that education matters involve many role players and that consultation is needed, such 
consultation does not mean that registered persons are only competent in that specific defined field.  
 
Much time is wasted at university to bring students up to speed on certain subject matters due to poor Matric 
performance, to the extent that the depth and full extent of what Geomaticians do is certainly not covered in 
full, in fact its cut down to the bare minimum that is needed, but this in no way should imply that one is only 
competent to perform those functions taught. 
 
This aspect is again, double legislation. The SAQA act requires consultation in any event and there is thus 
absolutely no need for section 8(d)i. In addition Section 8(d)vi recognises that council may recognise any 
qualification or examination irrespective of SAQA processes. – Contradictions and uncertainty in the Bill. 
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This section should be removed. 
Registration of Persons 
 
Section 13(2)a states that “a person may not practice in or perform any work, whether for reward or 
otherwise which is reserved for any of the categories or branches referred to in subsection (1) unless he or 
she is registered in that category or branch or he or she performs such work under the supervision of a 
registered person and such registered person assumes responsibility for any work so performed.” 
 
This is a very dangerous section and the implications of which depend on the definition of supervision – 
which is not defined in this Bill. This must be defined. 
 
The Land Survey Act defines supervision but only in relation to certain categories of surveyors 
(Geomaticians). It would be critical that this Bill adopt the same definition of supervision but suitably 
worded to incorporate all disciplines of Geomatics and functions, it may require a slightly different definition 
for different branch’s of Geomatics. 
 
 
The Land Survey Acts definition of supervision is as follows; 
 
“supervise” or “supervision”, when used in relation to a survey and the field operations by any 
person registered as a professional surveyor, professional surveyor in training or technical surveyor 
in terms of the Professional and Technical Surveyors’ Act, 1984 (Act No. 40 of 1984), (in this 
definition referred to as “an assistant”), means— 
(a) the personal presence of the land surveyor when existing beacons, corner points or other 
objects which must be surveyed are inspected and pointed out to an assistant, with such 
participation by the land surveyor during the reconnaissance as to ensure the sound 
determination of the beacons, comer points or other objects: Provided that the land 
surveyor shall not be compelled to be present or to participate when any such beacons, 
corner points or other objects which were previously connected to or based upon 
reference marks or trigonometrical stations are inspected by an assistant; and 
(b) adequate control by the land surveyor when beacons are placed and surveyed by an 
assistant; 
 
Professional Conduct 
 
Section 18(6)a – no provision is made for bringing the profession into disrepute. 
 
A persons conduct can be such that he or she does harm to the good name of the profession as a whole. 
 
This item should be reworded to  - not deliberately do anything calculated to unjustly or unfairly injure the 
reputation of another registered person or the Geomatics Profession. 
 
Offences and Penalties 
 
Section 35(8) This is very confusing. The ability to do Geomatics work is through the individual, this Bill 
does not licence companies or partnerships. Secondly this section implies that the directors need not be 
registered persons.  
 
There is therefore the possibility of persons outside of the Geomatics profession owning a company and 
employing a Geomatician to perform certain Geomatics functions.  The directors (who don’t do any 
Geomatics work) can then place undue pressure on the registered person to perform certain functions with no 
liability whatsoever on the company – or if they run into difficulties, they can liquidate the company but the 
“employed” registered person will still have the legal obligation to finish such work. 
 
In the case of reserved work, a company cannot be appointed, only the individual for that company can be 
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appointed. 
 
We propose that section 27A of the Professional and Technical Surveyors Act No. 40 of 1984 be suitably 
amended and incorporated into this Bill to cover all professional aspects around companies so as to protect 
the public against unprofessional business practices.  
 
This Bill does in no way address issues of who can operate a Geomatics company and how the company 
interacts with the public – this must be addressed. 
 
SAGI would like to make a verbal presentation on these comments as well as other matters within this Bill. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PETER NEWMARCH 
National SAGI President 
 
29 March 2013 
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